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Statement of Idealism.' [Suggestion of a semi-popular approach to the
doctrines of idealist ethics.] F. N. Freeman. ' The Ethics of Gam-
bling.' [Discusses the differentia of gambling and the ethical implications
of its various characteristics, and applies the principles so ascertained to
some practices involving or related to it, especially speculation. Specu-
lation performs an economic function, but is at least very closely allied
to gambling. J J. J. Findlay. 'The Parent and the School.' ["Every
school should have some small body of persons directly concerned ia its
fortunes and exercising some control over it, and this body of governors
or managers should be largely chosen by the parents who intrust their
children to the school."] A. C. Pigou. 'Some Points of Ethical Con-
troversy.' [Deals briefly and for the most part negatively with the
method of determining the nature of good, and its application to the
questions, wherein good consists, and how one person's good is related to
another's.] Book Reviews.

REVUE DE MKTAI>HYSIQUE ET DE MORALE. 15e Annue. No. 5. Sep-
tenibre, 1907. M. Calderoni. ' La prevision dans la the'orie'de la con-
naissance.' [In defence of Pragmatism, comliats the contention that all
beliefs are not previsions, nor do they all imply previsions. The principle
of Contradiction is only applicable to previsions. The effort to separate
•out the previsive element of knowledge reaches its most advanced
expression in Pragmatism. Author endeavours to elicit this previsive
element in the variu'is forms of judgment.] P. Xiacombe. ' De l'esprit
classique dans la Revolution franchise (selon Taine).' [The facts are
against Taine.] Charles Riat. ' Economie optimiste et economie
scientifique.' [Economists not concerned with the redivision of revenues
among individuals, but with the fixing of the price paid for services.
An equilibrium in such matters impossible. Legal interference with
salaries would only affect the distribution of wealth injuriously. On the
other hand, action regarding the distribution of property or the conditions
of the struggle for life might have useful effects.] fitudes Critiques.
Louis Weber. ' L'evolution creatrice par Henri Bergson.' Questions
Pratiques. ' Les syndicats de fonctionnaires et les transformations de la
puissance publique.'

REVUE DE METAPHYSHJUE EX DE MORALE. 15e Anrn-e. No. 6. Novembre,
1907- A. Job. ' L'oeuvre de Berthelot et les theories chimiques.' [Ber-
thelot occupied not, like other chemists, with forms, but with changes.
He shows that mineral and organic matter are subject to the same forces,
their synthesis possible by the same means ; and establishes the relations
between chemistry and the other sciences.] H. Delacroix. ' Analyse
du mystkisrae de Mme. Guyon.' [Extremely interesting account of the
various stages of mysticism culminating in pure passivity which is, at
the same time, divine activity.] E. Boret. ' L'evolution de Intelligence
geometrique.' [Has reference to M. Bergson's account of geometrical
intelligence : that account only adequate for the geometrical intelligence
of the Greeks.] E. Mallieux. ' Le role de l'experience dans les raisonne-
jnents des juriconsultes (unite).' Ecudes Critiques. E. Chartier. 'Essai
sur les elements principaux de la representation par O. Hamelin.1 Ques-
tioDS Pratiques. P. Xaapie. ' Reforine electorate.' Tables des Matitres.
Supplement: Necrologies. [O. Hamelin. Sully-Prudhomme. J. Freud-
enthal] Livres, etc.

REVUE UE PHILOSOPHIE. l e r Novembre, 1907. X. Moisant. ' The
Problem of Evil.' [As the question of predestination under our con-
ception of the terms—as the pre-Coperuican question of the support of
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